
Strengths Challenges Other Thoughts

Recommend allocating slots for each 

elementary school (as opposed to current 

allocation by attendance zone).

Recommend allocating slots for each elementary 

school (as opposed to current allocation by 

attendance zone).

What is intent of this?  What problem is it trying to 

fix? What is likely impact. Please answer in FAQ

Allocate slots based on elementary schools, not 

attendance zone

I don't know what the heck this is trying to 

say.  It's poorly written and too much inside 

baseball speak.

Status quo preferable

This is unclear what it means.  Can you provide an 

example for further information?

Maintain allocation by attendance zone

Please maintain allocation by attendance zone but also 

include a walk/bike zone near ASFS

Allocate slots by elementary school.

Aps should maintain allocation by attendance zone

Maintain current allocation

Should keep current allocation by 

attendance zone.

The children at ASFS draw from several 

neighborhood schools and would not have the 

same represtentation at HB Woodlawn if lottery was 

moved to those actually attending each elementary 

Current lottery allocates a proportion of slots that aligns with the Grade 5 students living in 

each attendance zones

Should APS

• Maintain current allocation by attendance zone

                OR

• Allocate slots for each elementary school

 - Students attending option schools are not included in other allocations

 - All other students are part of neighborhood school allocation
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I think APS should maintain the current 

allocation by attendance zone.  But I don't 

think it makes much difference - if HB 

Woodlawn continues to be grossly 

inequitable as compared to the other high 

schools (because of the artificial 

maintenance of small school / class size) 

then everyone will apply to try to escape 

their overcrowded home school.  You need 

to deal with the capacity crisis and make 

HB equitable so that families only apply 

who have an actual interest in the program.

ok

I think you should maintain current 

allocation by attendance zone. It 

guarantees diversity across the county

allocate slots by school

maintain current allocation what about students in private school or being 

homeschooled?

Allocate slots by elementary school Better to spread choice opportunities around

the HBW lottery should be allocated by 

elementary schools - adding ATS and the 

other choice schools to the lottery will 

ensure that other students have more 

opportunities to get into HB

none
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Maintains current allocation by attendance 

zone

Does not include students attending option schools in 

neighborhood allocations

If countywide option schools are available by lottery 

equally to students of all elementary schools then 

there is no reason to not include students attending 

option schools in neighborhood allocationsI find the proposal confusing and can't really tell what it 

would accomplish.  Would each Elementary school have 

an allotted number of slots?  How are different sizes in 

ES taken into account?

APS should move to allocating slots based on each 

ES (as opposed to the current process)

Please let students who live in a walk zone be 

considered part of that school. All neighborhood 

schools must have a walk zone - If ASFS is to 

become a neighborhood school as proposed, it is No issue.

I like that slots should be allocated by 

school attended not neighborhood.

Need to maintain diversity. In the past, slots in HB lottery were taken up by ATS 

students.  My child did not get into HB, but students 

who did not even attend her neighborhood school 

did.

By school seems more straightforward. How would a student transferring into APS for middle 

school or high school (say from private elementary 

school) get included in the lottery for the next year if not 

currently enrolled in a school--default to what woudl be 

their  neigborhood school's slots?

Slots should be divided equally among schools or if 

there is too significant variation in student 

population, then a published proportional formula 

for slots to student population should be used.
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You should maintain current allocation by 

neighborhood attendence zone, otherwise 

the uneven distribution at option schools 

will have an outsized influence on 

attendees at those schools.  Equity should 

be always be a factor in these decsions.

Maintain current allocation by attendance 

zone

If ASFS becomes a neighborhood school, please 

make sure you include families that live within a 

mile of the school.

Will help balance HB with kids from 

different elementary school backgrounds, 

rather than populating that schools with a 

disproportionate number of  lottery 

elementary  kids.

I think homeschooled and private school children 

should complete for a small set of seats 

comparable to that of the smallest school (3, for 

example).

the proposed changes should create more 

fairness and the economic and social 

diversity that the lottery is designed to 

foster

somewhat complicated....and subject to change at any 

time (can always go back to home school)

Do not adopt

allocate by neighborhood school

Maintain

DNK
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Sounds like a decent idea.

Whichever is more likely to result in a 

student body that looks like the racial and 

economic diversity in Arlington.

I don't understand how this two models impact 

admissions differently.

Elementary option schools should have 

their own allocations, those students should 

NOT be included in other allocations. it is 

more fair for all in the county this way

I believe this in relation to the HBW program lottery. 

I believe this lottery should be changed to allocate 

slots for each elementary school. Currently the 

students who attend ATS have a great chance of 

getting into HBW than students at neighborhood 

schools. this is evidenced by the # of ATS students 

in each class.

allocate slots for each elementary school

This bring about equity and access to HB

maintain

Allocate slots by elementary school rather than 

attendance zone


